
             

 

            08/05/2020 

Dear Member 

Thank you for your input to the recent vote we held. It was a landslide victory to the Tri Nations. 
3 BDO. 
47 TRI NATIONS 
1 GO WITH MAJORITY 
1 ABSTAINING 
8 NO VOTE RECEIVED 
 
This officially rules BDO out of the equation. 
 
Whilst this was taking place a third option became available. It was firstly put out on social media. I did read through 
it and was impressed with the presentation and the forthright manner in which it addressed important issues. 
 
At the time it wasn’t an option because it was just a presentation and not an official proposal. Yesterday I received 
an official correspondence from UKAD and this contained the documentation previously exhibited on Facebook 
forums. 
 
I realise you may be thinking this is a bit tedious. Truth is I need you all to have access to this so collectively we can 
decide down which road we travel. 
 
For what its worth I will outline a few items that I feel would have a major impact on our organisation and the 
implications to the members. 
 
UKAD is a totally new organisation, not yet registered at Companies House. It is fronted by a person unknown to me 
or any of my contacts. He has without doubt done his homework and scanned the forums to research the consensus 
of opinion regarding the other proposals. Using this information he has found a convenient middle ground that will 
appeal, on first view, to most. Add this to a first class, professional presentation and it’s no wonder it has wowed 
many. 
 
My major concerns are again around finance. UKAD want to charge each Super League player £10. This is something 
that would have to be directly passed onto the individuals making it £20 to play in Lancashire. We simply couldn’t 
absorb the £10500 it would cost. 
 
If UKAD proves to be a genuine contender then we estimate that we could lose upwards of 30% of players. Based 
just on that figure it would take in excess of £6000 from our working capital. Recently in a report I sent to your 
delegate it illustrated the financial impact the lockdown has already had upon us. Lost revenue amounts to over 
£7000 so when adding this it means we would be £13000 down on where we should be. 



 
Over the last three seasons we have made little or no profit and are just surviving. This proposal and the fallout from 
it could have a catastrophic effect on the future of Lancashire Darts. 
 
My other concern is UKAD are targeting a January start for the Inter Counties season. Prior to this they want a 
minimum of £200 against the £800 league fees by November and the player registration money by December. 
 
If everyone signed up again to our Super League that would mean this person, who we don’t even know, will be 
expecting £10700 off us before a dart is thrown. 
 
Like I have said before I don’t know the man and in all deals there is an element of trust but I think this is a gamble 
and one I would prefer not to take. 
 
If we put the two proposals we have on table now, side by side, one is affordable and the other in my opinion is not. 
 
I have attached the two proposals for you to read through. At this moment I don’t think a vote between them is 
necessary. Over time both may change and there is also a real chance of more proposals being submitted. I suggest 
we wait until we are given a deadline to act on by either party and conduct our ballot then. 
 
If there are any updates to this I will put it on the facebook page and website. In the meantime if you have any 
questions or concerns please don’t hesitate to contact me. 
 
Stay safe everyone 
 
David Marcroft 
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